FEB VOTES CAST

Slim Attendance at Joint Session Legislature.

STORM DETAINESS MEMBERS

Line-Up Not Changed From That of Friday.

FULTON'S FRIENDS JOLLY UP

The Anticresis Monday. Bore was election of the House. A poll taken today was opened by farewell of the House. A poll taken today for the first time that day. There was no opposition in the House. It did not take long for the members to be seated. There were ac-


BREAK-UP BEGINS

Preston's Forces Are Going to Pieces.

THEY SERVE NOTICE ON HIM

King County Men Will Go Into Caucus Saturday.

FEARED THEY WOULD BE IN COLD

Preparing to Change in Anthony Reeve Wilson's Winning Stakeholders and their Miss Without Their Aid.


ALLIES ACCEPT

Bowen Makes Terms for Venezuela.

BLOCKADE TO BE RAISED

British Naval Officer Fixes Wednesday as Date.


CARPENTER Wed. 26—The Associated Press is being telegraphed to the British national of President Bowen asking that the block will not be renewed but will be extended.

NOT CONFIRMED BY BOWEN

The New York World claims that the British government has been notified that the block will not be extended.


MINNESOTA'S GOVERNOR HAS BEST WISHES FOR 1905 FAIR

Governing J. V. V. Sutyfy, of Minnesota

ST. PAUL, Jan. 26—President of the H. J. Smith, of Minnesota, for 1905, and will announce the date of the fair. The governor is expected to be in St. Paul on Sunday.


GOWOS W. A. VAN ACHT, OF MINNESOTA


Cox J. E. V. A. Sutyfy, of Minnesota

ST. PAUL, Jan. 26—President of the H. J. Smith, of Minnesota, for 1905, and will announce the date of the fair. The governor is expected to be in St. Paul on Sunday.


B illes Included With Telegram of Vote. Woodburn, Oregon, Jan. 26—F. J. Woodburn, owner of the Oregonian, issued a statement Saturday night that the Oregonian would not publish any further issues of the Oregonian until the Oregonian was reinstated. He did not say how long the Oregonian would continue to publish. The Oregonian has been suspended since the Oregonian stopped publication last week.

